PT’s **NEW! VR35TVT VAPOR RECOVERY VENT** breathes new life and protection on DOT406 Tank/Bobtail Trucks and Trailers. Located on top of the DOT406 trailers’ manway lid, the lower profile of the VR35TVT keeps the product safe in overturn situations. The VR35TVT also provides a greater flow and is durable enough to withstand prolonged use in freezing to hot temperatures.

**VR35 SERIES ADVANTAGES:**

- A356-T6 Aluminum body creates a durable and lightweight sustaining product.
- Greater spring tension ensures a fast and tight seal for closure.
- Engineered poppet design establishes a secured seal that offers both improved flow and protection.
- Low profile assists in avoiding severe breakage which lead to spills in overturn situations.

**Visit your local PT Representative**
call 1-800-654-0320

www.ptcoupling.com
**VR35TVT VAPOR RECOVERY VENT**

The VR35TVT utilizes a spanner nut to mount to the manhole, allowing it to be angled as needed.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- A356-T6 Aluminum Housing
- Stainless Steel Internal Components
- Fluorosilicone O-Rings
- Weight: 3.6 lbs / 576 oz / 1.63 kgs
- Temperature Range: -40°F to 160°F (-40°C to 70°C)
- Ride Height: 2.9"
- Closed Height: 4.9"
- Open height: 5.7"

---

**PART NAME | ITEM NO.**

VR35TVT VAPOR RECOVERY VENT 333000

**PART NAME | ITEM NO.**

MOUNTING RING KIT 333020

POPPET PISTON KIT 333019

SEAL KIT 333018

---

Call your local PT Representative today or go online to find out how PT has solutions for your needs:

CALL 800-654-0320 / EMAIL: INFO@PTCOUPLING.COM

Are you looking for more DOT406 Components? PT offers a line of API Adapters, Vapor Recovery Adapters, and more!
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